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WELCOME
Ultra X 50 Azores takes place on the island of São Miguel, nicknamed “the Green Island”, one of nine volcanic islands
based out in the mid-Atlantic that form the Azores archipelago. Ultra X 50 Azores is on the second day (Sunday) of
Ultra X 125 Azores, and starts one hour after the 125km event.
An Ultra X race is the ultimate test of preparation. A participant who has planned and trained well will be a successful
one. It is just as important that participants calculate their water, electrolyte and food requirements, as it is their
pacing, during this adventure.
This is not a self-supported race. Participants only need to carry their mandatory safety equipment, nutrition, and
hydration. A drop bag is transported between the start line and finish line by the organisers, and water is resupplied at
checkpoints approximately 10km apart. However, weight management is still crucial and runners are advised to only
bring items which are essential to their health and comfort.
Ultra X welcomes both runners and walkers. All participants will likely be doing a combination of the two in order to
get to the finish line, which is the most important thing.
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RACE OVERVIEW
Ultra X 50 Azores is a single-stage ultra marathon that takes
place over one day on the volcanic island of São Miguel in the
Azores in April each year.
Governed by Portugal, this wild and remote archipelago is
characterised by dramatic landscapes, fishing villages, mountain
trails, lagoons, volcanic craters, and luscious green pastures. Due
to the marine influence, the climate of the Azores is very mild for
such a northern location and temperatures remain
around 20°C all year round.
The course takes participants from the seaside of Faial da Terra
to the banks of Lake Furnas, covering a total distance
of 50km (31 miles).
The race starts from the campsite in Faial da Terra at 09:00.
Bus transfers to the start line will be departing Ponta Delgada at
07:00. There are checkpoints stationed approximately 10km apart
where competitors can access water, shelter, and, if necessary,
medical support.
Competitors are not permitted to camp at the campsite in Faial
da Terra. However, after the race they will have access to
osteopathy/physiotherapy treatment, medical care, and food/
drinks at the finish line.
Ultra X 50 Azores is a UTMB® World Series Qualifier in the 50K
category.
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KEY
INFORMATION
For the full race rules and regulations, see our Terms & Conditions.
Arrivals:
We advise participants arrive into Ponta Delgada João Paulo II
Airport on or before Saturday 27th November. Participants are
responsible for transferring themselves to their accommodation.
Race start:
Portinho do Faial da Terra
(Rua dos Regatos, 9650-115, Faial da Terra, Portugal)
Transfers to the start line:
Bus transfers will depart from Portas da Cidade - City Gates in Ponta
Delgada at 07:00 on Sunday 28th November. It is approximately a 70
minute journey from Ponta Delgada to the start line in Faial da Terra.
Race briefing and kit checks:
Race welcome and safety briefings will take place virtually. A
video link will be shared with participants closer to the race date.
Mandatory kit items will be spot checked throughout the weekend.
Randomised checks will occur at registration, the start line,
checkpoints, the campsite, and the finish line.
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MAP OF PONTA DELGADA
KEY RACE LANDMARKS

AEROPORTO DE PONTA
DELGADA JOAO PAULO II

PORTAS DA CIDADE
CITY GATES (BUS TRANSFERS)

ITINERARY
Morning
Bus transfers will depart from Portas da Cidade - City Gates in
Ponta Delgada at 07:00. It is approximately a 70 minute journey
from Ponta Delgada to the start line in Faial da Terra.
The race starts from the campsite at 09:00. Competitors may
deposit a drop bag (max 6kg) at the start line, which will be
available at the finish line.
Afternoon
At the finish line, there will be food and drinks available to
purchase. Bus transfers back to Ponta Delgada from the finish
line in Furnas (30-35 minute drive) will be departing in waves
from 15:00 on Sunday (exact times will be communicated to
competitors before the event).
Participants are then free to transfer to the airport on Sunday/
Monday for return flights, or to begin their well deserved
holiday. For those staying in country, we suggest booking with a
local tour company – please get in touch for recommendations.
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THE ROUTE
SÃO MIGUEL

< BOSTON 3,861KM
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LISBON 1,429KM >
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for

THE ROUTE

COURSE MARKINGS

The race organisers create the route to take in the most beautiful and
challenging aspects of the “Green Island” of São Miguel.

The course route will be marked at approximately 40m intervals using coloured
flags, ribbons, laminated arrows and reflective tape, depending on terrain.

The course takes runners over mountain trails, alongside volcanic craters
and dramatic cliffsides, through wooded forests, past waterfalls and rushing
rivers, and up and over deep mountain canyons.

Areas where competitors are likely to be running in darkness will be illuminated
with glow sticks or reflective tape and are likely to have course marshals
stationed more frequently.

The route may change slightly each year depending on the weather and other
varying factors. The GPX file will be provided to runners before the race.

For those that use GPS watches, the GPX file for the race will be shared with
competitors closer to the race date.
There are checkpoints approximately every 10km. If temperatures are unusually
high, checkpoints may be stationed more frequently.

ELEVATION
PROFILE

50KM
2,421M

1 DAY
2,142M

ELEVATION (M)

1,100

0
Start

2,421m
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Finish

50.0km
2,142m
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THE RACE
The course is a point-to-point route. The race heads north from the campsite,
passing local orchards before joining a stream-side trail that runs past the
renowned Salto do Prego waterfall. The route then heads deep into the canyon
and runners must cross the stream before climbing up and out, following a
series of switchbacks overlooking the ocean.
The course then turns to rocky trails and the challenging climb up to Pico da
Vara begins. Don’t give up! The highest point on São Miguel offers panoramic
views of all four sides of the island. The route then follows a series of
boardwalks and protected woodland trails that head west towards Lagoa das
Furnas. A steep descent past geothermal springs that release volcanic steam
from the mossy rocks takes runners to the banks of the lake, where the Gothic
Chapel of Nossa Senhora das Vitórias, which marks the finish line and location
of celebratory food and drinks, awaits.

50.0KM
2,421M

09:00
2,142M

Elevation (m)

1,100

0
0.0

Distance (km)

50.0
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KIT CHECKS

NUTRITION

This is the process by which the race organisers will ensure participants
have the mandatory kit and are carrying the correct number of calories.

One of the most important aspects of preparing for any Ultra X race is calculating
personal nutrition and hydration requirements. Participants want to bring enough to
be fully fueled but not so much that they are carrying unnecessary weight.

Kit checks will take the form of spot checks, which will be carried out at
random throughout the race. Randomised checks will occur at registration,
the start line, checkpoints, the campsite, and the finish line.
To make scrutineering more efficient, each food item must be labelled
with the number of calories it contains. Food parcels which have been
assembled by the participant must have a sticker estimating their calorie
content. In line with our Sustainability Policy, participants must also label
all packaging with their bib number. Any packaging found littered will put
the corresponding participant at risk of disqualification.

It is useful to contact runners who have experience in ultra marathon racing, as
they will have expertise in this area. Participants will be invited to join the Ultra X
Competitors Facebook Group upon registering for the race, where they can contact
members of our friendly and experienced community.
Participants are required by race rules to carry 800 calories of emergency fuel during
the race, which must only be consumed in an emergency situation.

EQUIPMENT
A comprehensive Kit List will be
issued to participants upon registration.
This will contain all mandatory and
recommended kit and equipment.

CLOTHING
What a participant chooses to run in
is up to them. We recommend trying
different options to find out what is
most comfortable over long distances.
As the race organisers transfer a
drop bag between the start and finish,
participants have the luxury of being
able to bring a change of clothes for
the finish line, and something to keep
warm if the temperature drops.

BAGS & RACE
PACKS
Participants may deposit a drop bag
(max 6kg) at the start line, which will
be transported to the finish line
by the organisers.
Running packs (the bag participants
will carry whilst running), must be
large enough to hold the mandatory
items on the kit list.

SUITABLE
FOOTWEAR

Well in advance of the race, participants
will need to decide on the right footwear.

CLIMATE
Daytime temperatures average around
22°C, with it remaining fairly mild
throughout the night. Even though
it rarely gets cold, the weather is
very unpredictable and heavy rain is
possible. This should be taken into
consideration when packing.

The heat and friction produced whilst
running not only puts shoes under
extreme stress, it also causes feet to
swell. As is good practice before any
race, participants should ensure their
shoes are sufficiently worn in. The same
can be said for all kit and equipment – it
must be comfortable over long distances.
The course is split between technical
and hard trail with some sections of soft
mud. Trail shoes are recommended.
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CUT-OFFS
Exact cut-offs will be communicated to
competitors before the race. Participants
must have departed the checkpoint
before the cut-off time, or they will not
be allowed to continue.
However, we want everyone to finish
the race whilst enjoying the scenery. We
therefore have generous time allowances
of 2.5 hours for every 10km.

INSURANCE
Personal insurance that covers ultra
marathon trail running is required to
participate in this event. If a participant
does not have sufficient insurance, they will
not be allowed to race.
Company insurance is included in the entry
fee. However, we require participants to be
covered in case of cancellations before, or
injury during, the event.
Proof of adequate insurance must be
submitted via the MyEvents portal on
Active.com no later than two months before
the event. A personal link will be sent to
participants upon registration.
There are several insurance companies that
offer ultra marathon trail running cover. We
recommend:
Dogtag
ITRA Insurance
The British Mountaineering Council

DROP OUTS
This is an extreme event and voluntary
or imposed withdrawal does happen. This
is taken seriously and handled with great
respect by the race organisation.
Participants may withdraw from the
event at any time. We request that any
competitor who wishes to stop their race
informs the organisation and hands in
their bib number to a race marshal.
Should a participant retire or be
withdrawn from the event, all additional
costs incurred (accommodation, transfers,
food, etc) must be covered by the
participant.
Withdrawal or being withdrawn from
the race will not automatically allow the
participant to become part of the crew.
The participant will only be allowed to
join crew members at checkpoints with
permission from the Race Director.

SAFETY
Although not mandatory, it’s always
a good idea to consult a doctor before
taking part in extreme endurance
challenges and to discuss vaccines
and medication before travelling.
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WHAT’S INCLUDED?
Included?
Race entry
Transfers from Ponta Delgada to the start line
Transfers from the finish line to Ponta Delgada
Fully marked course
Medical staff on course
Osteopathy staff on course
Drinking water at checkpoints on course
Ground assistance and full safety support
Digital copies of all images from event photographer
UTMB® World Series Qualifier race (50K category)
Finisher’s medal
Flights
Any accommodation
Personal food, kit and equipment (see Kit List)
Comprehensive insurance (to cover cancellations, loss of items, injury etc)
Training costs
Spending money
Transport home for runners who are disqualified or withdraw early

Yes

No

YOU CAN DO SO MUCH MORE
THAN YOU THINK YOU CAN
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